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much farther, as was clear afterwards. The news came as a surprise
to France, who, however, did not take it at first very seriously;
she was again passing through or emerging from one of her
frequent Parliamentary crises; but later French comment was
unfavourable, and became more marked after Moltke saw Pilsudski
in Warsaw on November 27 in a memorable meeting where the
Marshal confirmed all that had been done by Lipski in Berlin,
and spoke in a pronouncedly conciliatory way to the Minister;
officially, however, the French Government approved, as seeing
in the Polish-German detente another step in the pacification
of Europe. What was not in doubt was that Poland had manifested
her position of growing strength as an independent Power;
as Saint-Brice said in the Journal, "Poland represents a real
political force which can respond without fear to advances from
Berlin." Though some differences arose with Danzig, its relations
with Poland kept on improving as a whole, an impressive sign
being a long interview given by Pilsudski to Rauschning in
Warsaw on December n, in the presence of Beck and Papee. Of
the Marshal Rauschning said afterwards, "I realized that I had
seen a personality who is the living symbol of a resuscitated
nation called to accomplish great deeds/'
PARLIAMENT AND NEW CONSTITUTION
The close of 1933 was signalized by the presentation to the Seym
on December 20 of the draft of the New Constitution by Car,
on the lines he had indicated in August, with the support of Slawek,
The immediate problem before the Government was how was
a Bill for a New Constitution to be passed by the Seym when
the Block did not command a two-thirds majority in that chamber.
The Bill, with its novel features, was certain to encounter the
most vigorous opposition in the Constitutional Commission.
In the Senate the Block had the necessary number of votes, but
it was the Seym that had the last word, and the opponents of
the Pilsudski regime were most numerous and vocal in that House,
The economic crisis persisted in formidable and depressing
strength, weighing heavily on the whole population. The volume
of traffic through Gdynia and Danzig, however, did not fall off,

